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DISCLAIMER
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You should carefully read this legal disclaimer section. All information provided within this
document should never be interpreted as part of contractual agreements.

These materials can never be considered a consulting agreement. Furthermore, this
whitepaper does not constitute any contract that could be considered as a solicitation to
the users to buy or sell our token, nor should it be used in forming an investment
decision.

WineProtocol assumes no responsibility for any loss or injury resulting from its use,
especially if resulting from investment in the token. Please learn about the risks and costs
of trading assets on financial markets (digital or not).

Cryptocurrency trading carries a high level of risk and is not suited for all investors.
Before trading cryptocurrencies, tokens, or any other digital asset, carefully consider your
investment objectives, your degree of knowledge and your risk tolerance.

The team will constantly update this document with accuracy and dedication in every
detail.



INTRODUCTION
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Welcome to  Chubs Inu Token, the Inu that makes chubbier pockets, chubbier X’s, and
gives chubbier rewards than any other Inu. When he eats, we all eat, so grab a plate of
$CHUBS, hang on tight, and let’s get mooning!

$CHUBS will host its presale on PinkSale with an SC/HC of 100/200. The token itself is a
unique spin off of CHEEMS INU, and boasts automatic rewards in BUSD to its loyal
holders, resulting in chubbier rewards, chubbier pockets, and chubbier X returns as well
as anti-bot/anti-whale measures. $CHUBS also plans to release a full fledged NFT drop
of 1000 food based $CHUBS NFTs and will roll this out with huge influencer promos once
ready.



OUR ECOSYSTEM
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Passive Income System

Regular Burns

Steady Liquidity Growth

Our token rewards holder in BUSD, automatically, after every transaction. Get 1% BUSD
back in your wallet after every buy, and 2% back to your wallet for every sell. As hype,
awareness, and massive growth is experienced by $CHUBS, holders will be getting paid
in a valuable stable currency that will undoubtedly earn them passive income.

While without a hardset burn schedule, $CHUBS will host regular burns periodically for
any of the tokenomics wallets that build up large amount over time from trading fees. We
plan to utilize the fees to keep reinvesting into the project and rewarding holders as often
as possible, but if there is ever a surplus we will burn and announce it!

Ample and stable liquidity is essential to the growth of any token. While $CHUBS isn’t just
“any token” our contract also distributes a percentage of all buy and sell fees back to the
liquidity pool, to ensure requirements are met for various listings, buyer confidence, and
steady liquidity and trading volume for smooth trading and transactions.



The Chubs Inu Platform
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ChubsMaker

$CHUBS Game

$CHUBS Token

A new approach to NFTs, the ChubsMaker is a launchpad platform
that will allow holders of Chubs Inu to create, launch and promote
their projects, as well as trade property related to them using the
$CHUBS monetary system. Please join us in our channels for
updates.

$CHUBS is currently developing a P2E game where in holders and
players will be able to earn BUSD for feeding $CHUBS. NFTs will be
incorporated into the game as well, some of which will allow the
chubster to own more. Careful though, one rotten piece of food and
its over for this chubby chow-wow and all your earnings.

$CHUBS token will be an integral part of the project, but real utility,
comes from use outside of just financial return. While high ROI
potential, is what gets investors’ foot in the door, real utility and
creativity is what gets people to stay, which is why $CHUBS is
eager to announce the launches and integrations of all utility plans.



Network

Total supply

Token Name

Token Symbol

Contract

Buy Taxes

Sell Taxes

BSC

100 trillion

Chubs Inu

$CHUBS 

0x811A73E2D9884d4ed80c5d0ba0035FD2D9227f93

10% 

16% 
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Marketing: 5-6%

Auto- LP: 1-2%

Development: 3-6%

BUSD Rewards: 1-2%

TOKENOMICS

Token Allocations
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Roadmap

WEEK 1: 

WEEK 2: 

WEEK 3: 

inksale presale, Tech-Audit,
KYC thru Pinksale, Token
launch on PCS, Listing on
CMC/CG, Dextools trending,
Influencer Calls/Promo

Chubby pockets for holders,
$CHUBS NFT release, HUGE
Instagram influencers promoting
launch of NFTs, CEX listings,
5,000 holders!

Chubs Inu P2E Game release,
over $100,000 paid out to
holders in BUSD rewards, tiktok,
youtube, Instagram take over,
official Appstore app for CHUBS
INU game.
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CONCLUSION
The Chubs Inu Token community started out as just an idea. What could happen with no
centralized team, no funding, and no direct leadership? Could decentralization actually work?
Could we follow the perfect storm of digital currencies, like BTC or DOGE, except perpetuate
something that is fully community-driven, instead?

This is the beginning of a new era for decentralized communities. When the time is right (because
good things can't be rushed), Chubs Inu will be the crucial point of contact between the
decentralized world and global communities, allowing us to actualize our vision of the widespread
adoption of cryptocurrency. Again, we would like to say thank you to each and every one of you.
Without your participation, none of this would be possible.

It's time for us to begin.

t.me/ChubsInu

twitter.com/chubs_inu

www.Chubs Inu.com

https://t.me/BravedogeOfficial
https://t.me/chubsinu
https://twitter.com/chubs_inu
https://chubsinutoken.com/#COMMUNITY

